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ABSTRACT
The Artistic Collaboration Resulting in the Creation o f the Ballet Parade is an 
examination of the development of Parade for the Ballet Russe. It describes the process 
by which Jean Cocteau, Pablo Picasso, Erik Satie, and Leonide Massine collaborated 
under the guidance of Serge Diaghilev. The collaborators’ objective was to create a work 
of “total art” which gave equal attention to visual art, music, and dance. The medium of 
dance is the primary focus for examination in this thesis, but it cannot be understood 
without looking at the work of each of the collaborators as well as the political and 
cultural climate of Paris in 1917. Cocteau’s scenario, Picasso’s Cubist designs, and 
Satie’s innovative music, along with Massine’s choreographic invention, resulted in this 
work of total art.
lU
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Parade's presentation in Paris during the tumultuous years of World War I 
heralded the shift in dance and other art forms to Modernism, a style which dominated the 
art world for the rest of the twentieth century. Four artists collaborated on the work under 
the guidance of Serge Diaghilev. Each of the collaborators brought innovations to their 
individual fields, which developed further through their interactions with one another. 
Leonide Massine, Russian trained ballet dancer with a background in theater, 
choreographed dance steps with everyday movements. Jean Cocteau, French avant-garde 
poet and writer, brought new interpretations to realism when he wrote the scenario for the 
ballet Pablo Picasso, Spanish artist introduced an unusual view of perspective in his 
Cubist sets and costumes. Erik Satie, French composer, known for the inclusion of 
popular music in his work, composed a score viiich combined noises of the everyday 
with an orchestra. These concepts combined to create a work of total art which 
represented dance, visual art and music equally (Eksteins 33). Each of the main players 
in Parade's creation as well as the social and cultural stage of World War I Paris must be 
examined to understand what the artists achieved with the ballet
1
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Ballet Russe and the Avant-Garde
One of the strongest forces in the Modernist movement in art during the first three 
decades of the twentieth century was the Ballet Russe. By the turn of the century, ballet 
in Western Europe had reached a new low. Even in the birthplaces of classical dance, 
France and Italy, ballet was little more than trite steps with commonplace costumes and 
sets. There was little experimentation with no great ballets being produced. At this time 
however, Russia was seeing the great classical period in ballet at the Imperial Theaters in 
S t Petersburg and Moscow. Marius Petipa had created such great works as Swan Lake 
and •S'/eep/ng^Beaujy and dozens of other ballets. The s^le of these ballets remains a 
paradigm of classical dance. Western Europe and the United States, however, knew very 
little of them. Diaghilev used Ballet Russe as a tool to bring Russian art to Western 
Europe.
As a child, Diaghilev was trained in music. Later he studied law and eventually 
he became the advisor to the administrator of the Imperial Theaters until he was fired in 
1901 (Eksteins 21-22). At this point, Diaghilev started organizing art exhibits. In 1905, 
he organized a ht%e display of Russian historical paintings with subsidies from the czar 
himself. Approximately 45,000 people attended the exhibit, bringing Diaghilev notorieQr 
in Russia. A year later he brought Russian paintings to Western Europe and shortly 
thereafter organized his first Russian music festival in Europe (Eksteins 23).
Diaghilev began to look to ballet as a means of bringing Russian art west because 
he viewed it as containing all forms of art within itself. The classical productions of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Imperial Ballet in Russia were productions with extraordinary costumes and music. On 
May 19,1909, Diaghilev brought to Paris 55 dancers ndio had been trained at the 
Imperial Theaters. Along with these dancers, Di%hilevbrot%htcolorM and lavish sets 
created by masters such as Leon Bakst and Alexandre Benois. These sets were part of 
the woric as a vdiole, not simply a background setting for the dance. Choreogr^hy by 
Michel Fokine broi%ht new ideas to dance and expanded it b^ond the technical 
achievements of the classical period (Eksteins 25). Vaslav Nijinlgr’s choreogrsqihy mixed 
classical steps with anti-classical poses (Brsteins 28). The dissonant music of Igor 
Stravinsl^ in such ballets as Firebird dOiàPetrousMca created sounds that were painfiil to 
the ears of western audiences at the time (Garcia-Marquez 31). The reign of the prima 
ballerina was also coming to an end. Rather than featuring women, Diaghilev’s ballets 
used men such as Nijinsl^ and Massine in main roles (Eksteins 35-36).
In 1911, Diaghilev formed the Ballet Russe company which toured Europe for 
the next two years. The costumes, sets, choreogr^hy, and music were innovative and 
daring, at times even causing scandals u ten  performed. The skin tight costume and 
erotic movements performed in L 'Après-Midi d ’un faune along with the turned in foot 
positions and wild, anti-classical choreognqihy of Le Sacre du printemps caused 
sensations and scandals that rocked the art world Wien first performed (Eksteins 27).
Many of the innovations of the Ballet Russe were influenced by the Futurist 
movement in art The Futurists sought to put modernity into the arts to help create a 
language that would express the experiences of modem man (Garcia-Marquez 47-48).
The Futurists notion of art fit hand in hand with the concept of total art They felt
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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that modem experiences could best be represented by art works which incorporated all 
forms of art equally.
Diaghilev’s influence in forming the Ballet Russe enabled ballet to gain the status 
ofthe other arts. While music and visual art were considered to be art forms, ballet rated 
little higher than the circus. By employing fomous artists to design sets and well known 
composers to write music together with the choreographers, ballet took on a new form. 
Choreographers began to use dance a means of expressing ideas, not merely as an 
arrangement of steps which looked interesting.
Between the years of 1914 through 1917, Diaghilev began to form his own ideas 
of modem art aesthetics. He drew his ideas firom his own Russian heritage as well as 
fiom pre-romantic art (Garafola 95). Parade brought the Ballet Russe to the forefiont of 
the avant-garde movement when it premiered on May 18,1917 (Garafola 76). Even 
Leonide Massine, the choreogr^her, pointed to this ballet as an example of total art 
throughout his long career (Garcia-Marquez 81).
The First Worid War and Its Impact on Art
Until the second half of the nineteenth century, France had been the undisputed 
cultural leader in Europe. People looked to Paris for the latest irmovations in art and 
trend setting. By the beginning of the twentieth century, Paris was no longer the 
birthplace of great artists, rather it had become a place where they came to create their 
works (Eksteins 48). Pablo Picasso, Igor Stravinsky, and other artists moved to Paris to 
work, but they were bom and trained in their countries of birth. Much of the reason that
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Fiance had become less of an influence was due to the political situations in Europe at the 
end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries.
The Fianco-Prussian War of 1870-1871 was more than a political defeat for 
France. The provinces of Alsace and Lorraine were lost to Germany, and this became a 
blow to the nation's pride. Anti-German sentiment reigned in France to the extent that 
any attempt to play music written by German composers, such as Richard W%ner, were 
met with opposition. By the mid 1880's, this climate had cooled a bit, but only 
temporarily. German composers became somewhat more acceptable. Some French 
composers such as Claude Debussy were even directly influenced by the worics ofthe 
German composers of the nineteenth century (Eksteins 49). The situation again became 
heated at the outbreak of World War 1 with Germany in July of 1914 (Eksteins 62).
In 1893, France and Russia had signed a political pact known as the Franco- 
Russian Treaty. Because of this treaty, Russia was the rage in France. Trinkets with 
pictures of the czar and czarina were popular (Eksteins 49). The good blood between 
France and Russia helped in the acceptance of the Russian ballet dancers of Ballet Russe, 
but it also held strong political implications. When Austria declared war against Serbia in 
1914, it was only a matter of days before Germany, Great Britain, Russia, and France 
were all involved due to the proliferation of treaties throughout Europe.
Most of the fighting of World War 1 took place in trenches on the border of 
France and Germany. By 1916, there had been staggering losses of life, and it became 
clear to everyone that no quick end to the war was in sight (Eksteins 100). In the years of 
1916-1917, both sides hammered one another. Durii^ this time period, the lines were
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never moved more than one mile in either direction Eksteins 144). The fighting on the 
Russian Front was not as intense as the Western Front Political upheaval in Russian 
during the war and the constant threat of revolution that hung over the bnperial 
government kept Russia fiom being as fiiUy committed to the war as were France and 
Germany. The war on this firmt coU^ised due to the revolutions in Russia. Morale was 
low and the Russian people were no longer willing to fight Despite the lack of 
commitment on the part of Russia, thty had had five and a half million casualties. The 
troops were constantly short on ammunition and the civilians were literally starving at 
home. Russia did not have the industrial, economic, or political means to fight a long 
war. Two revolutions in 1917 lead to their final withdrawal.
Russia's waning support changed the French people's attitudes toward Russians. 
Whereas Russian things had once been the fishion in France, they were now regarded 
with disdain. When Parade premiered in May of 1917, the French people’s attitude 
towards their weaker ally added to their negative reaction to the Russian ballet
In 1917, the unrest leading up to the fall of the Imperial government in Russia as 
well as the fall of the German Empire and the Austria-Hungarian Empire at the end of 
World War I was gathering momentum. These forces resulted in a great shift in the 
political and social structure of Europe. The age of the masses being ruled by a small 
group of elite came to an end as the Communist Party took over the government in Russia 
and founded the Soviet Union. Because the Imperial Ballet had been one of the czar’s 
personal projects, the fate of the ballet was unknown for a while in the new regime.
Reproduced with permission o fthe copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Finally, it was decided that the ballet should remain. It’s purpose, however, was no 
longer to serve the ruling class, but rather to be accessible to all die people.
Paris in 1917 was thick in the battle against the last two great empires in Western 
Europe. At the fell o f Germany, that nation’s entire system of nobility was disbanded and 
a democratic government was established. The war ended the reign ofthe House of 
Hapsburg in Austria-Hungary as well. What had once been a powerful empire was 
broken into many autonomous nations.
This complete political shift was reflected in Pnrm/e. Jean Cocteau sought to 
change the world of art In the former Imperial regimes there had been two distinct 
classes, the upper class and the lower class. The world of art reflected this class system 
and two extremes existed within it as well. “High art” such as the ballet and symphony, 
was enjoyed by the upper class. Without the direct support o f the princes in Italy, the 
kings in France, and later the czar in Russia, ballet would never have existed. “Low art” 
enjoyed by the common people, included the circus and traveling acting troops.
As the class distinctions lessened with the changing political climate, some artists 
sought to encompass this change in their woric. Parade is an example of a woric of art 
which absorbed the everyday and the commonplace into the high art of the ballet.
The Collaborators
The concept for Parade was Jean Cocteau’s, the French poet and writer. He 
brought several ideas to Diaghilev before he was actually able to produce this ballet. He 
convinced the Spanish artist Pablo Picasso to create the sets and costumes, and because
Reproduced with permission o fthe copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of Picasso’s involvement, the composer Erik Satie agreed to write the score. With the 
participation of these two artists, Cocteau was able to get Diaghilev’s fiiU backing and the 
young dancer/choreographer Leonide Massine was enlisted to choreogrtqih toe ballet
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER:
LEONIDE MASSINE
At the age of twenty-two, Leonide Massine was the youngest collaborator in 
Parade. Despite his lack of experience, he was able to create a work of art that changed 
dance forever and brought him to the forefiont ofthe artistic movement of his day.
Massine was bom in 1895 in Moscow. Both his parents were employed by the 
Imperial Theater, his mother as a singer in the Bolshoi Chorus, and his fether as a French 
horn player in the Bolshoi Orchestra (Garcia-Marquez 3-4). Although his parents were 
musicians, they steered their children in the direction of academics rather than the arts. 
Both of Leonide’s older brothers studied engineering, and he himself received no musical 
training at home. Despite the lack of encouragement, Massine was enthralled with his 
parents’ careers. He loved attending their musical rehearsals. Because of his interest, his 
parents allowed him to take the entrance exams at the Moscow Imperial Theater School at 
the age of eight, where he was admitted as a ballet student (Garcia-Marquez 8). Here he 
received extensive training in ballet and was first exposed to character dance. At the 
Moscow school, students were taught that for their movements to have emotional content, 
they had to come fit>m specific context in the work, and be displayed in the steps that
9
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were performed (Gatda-Matquez 10). Their training enabled toem to use their arms and 
torsos expressively. Even from a young age, Massine showed himself to be gifted in the 
art of character dance.
Massine’s first year at the school was relatively uneventful, however, the year 
ended with the school being temporarily closed due to the political turmoil in Russia 
which started with the aborted revolution of 1905. Although this revolution was crushed 
by the czarist government, the political upheaval in the following years could not be 
stopped. TheFirst World War and the Communist Revolution in Russia had 
immeasurable impact upon the evolution of twentieth-century ballet and its subsequent 
spread finm the Imperial Theater in Russia throughout Western Europe and into the 
United States. Immediately following the 1905 revolution, threats were made to close the 
school. The school remained open, but no new students were admitted for the nett four 
years (Garcia-Marquez 13).
As a student at the Imperial School, Massine danced his first character role as 
Chemomor in the ballet Ruslan and Lumilla. He loved the acting he did in this role, even 
though his part was minimal. As a result, he felt that acting would give him more 
opportunity to express himself and his own personality than dancing would (Rothschild 
90). The directors of the company were impressed with Massine’s talent and he was 
subsequently cast in several children’s character roles at the Bolshoi Ballet as well as in 
several acting roles at the Maly Theater, the playhouse associated with the Imperial 
Theater. For his remaining years at the Imperial School, he actively participated in both
Reproduced with permission o fthe copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the ballets and theatrical productions, nurturing his talents for dancing and acting at the 
same time (Garcia-Marquez 18). hi 1912, he was accepted into the Bolshoi ballet 
company. For the next year he continued to perform in plays as well as ballets (Garcia- 
Marquez 21-22).
Massine was discovered by Diaghilev in 1913 wtoile he was performing with the 
Bolshoi Ballet. Vaslav Nijnslty, Diaghilev’s primary male dancer and one of his 
choreogrsq)hers, had been fired, and Diaghilev had come to Russia to search for a 
replacement Michel Fokine was woridng on a new ballet called 7%e Legend o f Joseph, 
and Diaghilev needed a dancer specifically for that role. Impressed with Massine’s stage 
presence and bis large eyes and exotic looks, he offered him a position in the company 
(Garcia-Marquez 31). This decision was a difficult one for Massine. The Maly Theater 
was to be performing Romeo and Juliet, and he was being considered for the role of 
Romeo. Initially, he intended to turn Diaghilev down on his offer, but instead he 
accepted i t  This was a marked turning point in Massine’s career. Before this point he 
had been as devoted to acting as he was u> ballet Now, as he went to Western Europe 
with Diaghilev, he focused his artistic energy on dance alone (Garcia-Marquez 32).
In his first months with Ballet Russe, Massine’s life was full of rehearsals with 
Fokine and private ballet lessons with Enrico Cecchetti, the great Italian teacher, who was 
helping him strengthen his technique (Garcia-Marquez 37). Massine was a very 
accomplished character dancer due to his extensive training in acting. However, he was 
lacking in technical skill in ballet Because of this, Fokine relied more on Massine’s 
acting abilities and his looks than on his ballet technique in creating the role of Joseph.
Reproduced with permission ofthe copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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This ballet premiered in May of 1914 at the Theatre National de TOpera in Paris 
(Garafola 405).
After the season had ended, Massine went wito Diaghilev to Italy vriiere they 
visited art museums, monuments, and churches. Di%bilev wanted Massine to be trained 
in all the arts, not just those with vriiich he was already femiliar. Massine began to draw, 
something which had been a hobby during his student days (Garcia-Marquez 47). He 
was impacted by the religious art work he saw in Italy. At Diaghilev’s encouragement, 
he began to choreognq)h his first ballet under the supervision of artist Michel Larionov, 
who designed sets for Ballet Russe (Garafola 84). The ballet was based upon the 
religious themes Massine had been encountering in Italy as well as themes drawn fi»m 
the Orthodox religion of Russia. The title of this ballet was Liturgie, and it was to be a 
series of scenes in the life of Christ (Garafola 85). This ballet was never completed due 
to lack of music.
Shortly thereafter, Massine began to work on his second ballet, also under the 
watchful eye of Larionov. This ballet used the score firom the opera The Snow Maiden by 
Rimslty-Korsakov. The story line was a combination of two Russian folk tales. The first 
was about the sun god Yarila, to ^ o m  the peasants paid tribute in ritual ceremonies and 
dances. The second was the story of the Snow Maiden, the daughter of King Frost who 
fell in love with a mortal and melted in the heat of the sun (Garcia-Marquez 56-57). 
Massine did not follow either of these stories literally, but rather drew from both of them 
to create his ballet. Le soleil de nuit or The Midnight Sun. He himself danced the role of
Reproduced with permission o fthe copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the Midnight Sun vtoen the ballet opened at the Grand Theatre in Geneva in December 
1915. It was later petfonned in the United States and in Spain (Garcai-Marquez 67).
The next successful ballet Massine choreogisq>hed was Les Femmes de bonne 
humeur or The Good Humored Ladies ̂ iMch.pKaâeteAmA!pni\9Vl (Garafola 406). In 
this ballet, Massine fused the ideas of the Futurists art movement and the style of the 
eighteenth century. For music, Diaghilev and Nfessine chose several eighteenth-century 
pieces written by Domenico Scarlatti (Garafola 92). This ballet was noted for the 
characterizations of the dancers. Massine created ensembles vtoere the characters 
retained their personalities throughout the dance. In addition, Massine’s own 
choreographic style began to be molded. The combinations were quick and had a restless 
quality about them. The positions Massine chose to show were broken and distorted in 
contrast to traditional ballet The angularity he produced in this ballet became the 
trademark of the Futurist movement in dance. Massine had taken ballet’s soft and 
beautiful curves, and hardened them (Garafola 86). This angularity was also clearly 
demonstrated in the choreogr^hy of Parade.
Another source of inspiration for movement for Massine was the silent films. The 
pictures they showed were speeded up and the movement in them was often broketL 
1916 was an important year for the Futurist movement in film. Massine was impacted by 
it indirectly in the way he choreogr^hed his steps and also directly in the role ofthe 
Little American Girl in Parade, vtoich was inspired by the films (Garcia-Marquez 85).
When the woric on Parade began, Massine found himself accepted as an equal 
among the collaborators (Garcia-Marquez 93). While volumes have been written on the
Reproduced with permission ofthe copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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music, philosophy, and ait woik oîParaek, very little has been written on the actual 
dance and choreography. The remainder ofthis thesis will focus on the collaborative 
efforts between Massine and each o f the other artists, showing how each of them 
influenced the choreography and how Massine’s choieognq)hy inflwnced their work.
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CHAPTERS 
JEAN COCTEAU AND BALLET REALISTE
The idea for Parade was first conceived by the French writer Jean Cocteau. He 
was the mastermind with the original idea of creating a ballet that drew its themes fiom 
everyday life and combined them with the formalized art of the ballet world. Although 
Picasso has received much of the credit for his work and the ideas \riiich were fused into 
the ballet, Cocteau remained the unifying force behind the project and it was Cocteau 
who succeeded in creating a cohesive woric of art produced by three artists fiom different 
backgrounds using different mediums (Rothschild 43).
Jean Cocteau was bom in Paris in 1889 into the world of the elite (Steegmuller 6). 
As a child, his governess often took him to the circus. Even into his teenage years, 
Cocteau loved to attend the circus, music halls, and vaudeville shows with his friends 
(Rothschild 38). As a he grew older, he continued to be thrilled with the glamour of the 
theater, as he perceived it through the ̂ e s  of his mother, >^o was an avid patron of the 
arts. He was enthralled with the image of his mother dressed in velvet as she prepared to 
go to performances. When young Jean was sick, as a special treat, she would let him read 
her theater programs (Steegmuller 14). As a school boy, Cocteau was an academic
15
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feilure, having been expelled fiom one school for being a bad student, and flunking out of 
another (Steegmuller IS). Finally, in his teenage years, he ran away fiom home, later to 
return a more tame young man (Steegmuller 18). In 1908 he published his first poem. Je 
Sais Tout, beginning his long and prolific career as one of the foremost avant-garde 
writers of the twentieth century (Steegmuller 24).
By the time Cocteau came in contact with the Ballet Russe during his early 
twenties, he was fomiliar with the art world of Paris at the turn of the century. Two poles 
existed, each seeming as for fiom the other as possible. On one side was the “high art” of 
the ballet, symphony, art museums, and theater. These art forms were preferred by the 
wealthy and elite ofthe city. At odds with the high art of the Paris Opera was the “low 
art” enjoyed by the masses. Low art consisted of the various song and dance acts 
performed in the vaudeville shows, the songs sung in the music halls, and the acrobats 
and clowns of the circus. Supporters of these two ideologies were ignorant and disdainful 
of one another (Fermigier 12-13).
Cocteau’s personality itself seemed to merge these two extremes. He had a deep 
love and appreciation of the high forms of art without excluding the low art he had also 
enjoyed since he was a child. He had the idea of creating a ballet which fused these art 
forms together when he first became involved with the Ballet Russe. However, the idea 
did not become realized for several years after two failed attempts at creating such a 
ballet. Finally, in 1917, his goal was accomplished when Parade was first performed.
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Cocteau and die Balkt Russe
Cocteau first became involved with the Ballet Russe years before he began work 
on Parade when he created his first ballet for the company. Le Dieu Bleu, in 1912 
(SteegmuUer 76). Diaghilev did not like the ballet, and after its premier he challenged 
Cocteau to astonish him (Garcia-h/terquez 89). For the next several years, Diaghilev’s 
challenge became the driving force behind Cocteau’s efforts to create Parade. Cocteau 
become a kind of a mascot to the company. Diaghilev liked having Cocteau around 
because he was fiuniliar with the new trends in art and music in the city. Diaghilev folt it 
was imperative that he stay up to date of the latest trends in the art world, and Cocteau 
kept him informed about what was going on in the studios of Paris (Sokolova 102). In 
return, Cocteau felt that the involvement with the dance world would help him expand his 
ideas (Ries 11).
Cocteau began formalizing the ideas for Parade years before the ballet was 
actually produced. His first ballet idea which used the fusion of low and high art was 
given to Di%hilev in 1914 (SteegmuUer 94). This baUet was entitled David and was 
inspired by circus acts and the bibUcal account of David and Goliath. The main 
character, David, was an acrobat who was to perform outside an actual performance place 
to advertise the show that was to take place inside. Inside, the biblical battle between 
David and Goliath was to occur. When he created Parade, Cocteau maintained the idea 
of the advertisement being mistaken for the real show inside. He planned on using a 
megaphone for an actor backstage to shout the advertisement of the battle. In the original
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scenario oîParade, Cocteau intended that this be used as well (Ries 32). Davidvns 
never realized, in fact it never progressed b^ond Ae conceptual stage.
In 1915, Cocteau had a second idea for a ballet containing some of the elements of 
David. This story was to be based v ^ n  Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream. 
Work on this ballet began, but was halted due to the outbreak of World War I. Finally, 
Cocteau gave Diaghelev his proposal for Parade and work began shortly thereafter (Ries 
35).
The original scenario of Parade was based upon the definition of parade found 
in the Dictionaire Laurousse: “A burlesque scene played outside a sideshow booth to 
entice spectators inside” (Rothschild 46). This definition describes the basic theme of 
both the original and the final product There were three dances by the performers, a 
Chinese Conjurer, a Little American Girl, and a pair of Acrobats. These dances were 
meant to advertise the show inside, but were mistaken for the real show which was 
overlooked by the audience.
In the original scenario, the parade was set on a Parisian boulevard on a Sunday 
afternoon. Three Barkers announced the performance of the dancers. Cocteau intended 
that the Barkers give verbal introductions to the dances. These introductions were to 
resembled the advertisements of contemporary Paris. These advertisements often made 
outlandish claims about their products. Cocteau sought to imitate this in his script Each 
Barker was to promise more incredible things than the one before, if only the people 
would enter the building and see the actual show (Ries 38). Cocteau wrote lines that
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were mostly gibboish and eventually, at Diaghilev’s insistence, the script was discarded 
entirely.
Diaghilev believed that the integri^ of ballet could be maintained only if there 
was no use of vocals. Later, due to Picasso’s influence, the role of the Barkers was 
changed to the Managers, and their costume and character changed drastically. The role 
of announcing the entrance of the performers was maintained and accomplished through 
the choreography rather than through the spoken word.
Ballet Rcallste
Cocteau has often been accused of calling Parade the ballet réaliste in order to 
offend the audience (Penrose 199). While this may be partially true, Cocteau had other 
reasons as well. For most people, the word “realism” brought ideas of things being 
portrayed exactly as they are. Cocteau’s definition was not so. For him, as well as for 
many of the artists and writers of his time, realism was not an exact rendering of the truth 
or outward appearances. Rather, realism was a subjective term. The different realities 
Cocteau presented in Parade were meant to show the contradictions in different people’s 
perceptions of the same reality. In portraying this idea, Cocteau synthesized 
contradictory elements (Perloff 114). One of Cocteau’s motives behind the use of this 
theme was to parallel the misunderstanding between artists and the public. In the ballet, 
the public never understood the message of the performers and therefore never viewed the 
actual show. In the minds of the ballet’s creator, the French public did not fully
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understand their intentions in the creation of their works and writings. In this respect, 
two different realities existed: that which was perceived by the public, and that which 
was originally intended by the artists. This was an implication of the public’s 
misunderstanding of the avant-garde movement of uiiich Cocteau was a part (Gillmor 
198). In the newspaper Excelsior, Cocteau commented on his intent for Parade: “Our 
wish is that the public may consider Parade as a work which conceals poetry beneath the 
course outer skin of slapsticl^’ (Gillmor 197). Unfortunately, at the time of its premier, 
the public did not see or understand this wish.
The Choreography of Parade
Of the collaborators, Cocteau woriced the most closely with Massine. When he 
began work on Parade, the Russian Massine was not familiar with western culture.
When he had arrived in Paris a few years earlier to work on the Legend o f Joseph,
Massine had not felt comfortable in the city (Garcia-Marquez 37-38). He had not spent 
years frequenting the music halls, vaudeville shows, and bull fights as the other 
collaborators had done. In addition, at the young age of twenty-two, he was not an 
experienced choreographer. Cocteau took advantage of this inexperience to mold the 
choreography to his own image while utilizing Massine’s training as an actor and dancer 
at the Imperial School at Moscow (Rothschild 89).
Massine studied acting at the same time he was training to be a dancer. Because 
of this, he remained a stronger character dancer than technician for the rest of his career.
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and relied heavily on pantomime in his performances ̂ th sch ild  90). He used his talent 
for pantomime to take the common place and turn it into a dance. Cocteau would 
demonstrate the movements of the variety entertainers that he wanted imitated in the 
ballet in creating maity parts of Parade. Normally, this demonstration by Cocteau was 
Massine’s first experience of “low art” Massine would take the movements shown by 
Cocteau and create steps and pantomimes out of them. Cocteau would demonstrate a 
slight gesture common to circus acrobats or vaudeville performers, and Massine would 
turn it into choreogttphy (SteegmuUer 177).
Cocteau gave Massine a notebook filed with ideas about how the choreography 
should be developed. He also made it clear from the beginning that he would be helping 
him with the choreogr^hy (Ries 42). Cocteau’s overaU agenda was for the choreography 
to mirror with movement vdiat Picasso was creating for the sets. He wanted the Cubist 
ideas to be set into motion in order to complete an entire work. To an extent, Massine 
appreciated the help given him by Cocteau, but he did not do everything exactly as 
Cocteau wanted (Ries 42-43). For example, in the original scenario, Cocteau had planned 
on having Barkers speak to one another, thereby creating a dialogue. With the change 
from Barkers to Managers, Massine maintained the idea of the dialogue by letting the 
Managers stomp in response to one another using rhythms of foot steps rather than voices 
(Ries 43).
Massine’s background and training in the classical forms of dance along with his 
overaU complete lack of exposure to Western culture also represented an interesting twist 
in the frision of high and low art His interpretation of Cocteau’s impressions of the
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vaudeville shows and circus acts were not based tpon his own first band experience with 
these forms of entertainment as was the case with Satie and Picasso. Rather, he had to 
rely upon vdiat the others told him. His own background was almost completely isolated 
from these forms of entertainment In the finished product, he choteogr^hed dances 
which represented and captured foe spirit of foe low art as well as foe Zeitgeist of war­
time Paris. This demonstrated the results of a close working relationship between 
Massine and foe other artists. Wifoout this relationship, it would have been impossible 
for him to have been so successful in absorbing foe culture around him and putting it into 
the ballet
The Managers
In creating the choreography for the Manners, Massine made dance steps out of 
Cocteau’s demonstrations combined with Picasso’s ideas. In the original scenario, 
Cocteau wanted each of the performers introduced by a Baricer with a meg^hone. Each 
was meant to sing an announcement much like foe advertisers of foe day who sold 
miracle cures on foe streets. According to Cocteau, “after each music hall number, an 
anonymous voice issuing firom an amplifying orifice (a theatrical imitation of a circus 
megaphone, foe rash of antiquity in modem guise) was to sing a type phrase outlining the 
performers activity so as to open up foe world of make believe” (SteegmuUer 165).
The voices were meant to complement foe Cubist aspects of foe baUet and foe false 
reality created by foe entire story. Despite foe foct that Di%hilev did not aUow foe voices
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to be used, Cocteau did convince Satie to use a number of realistic sounds firom the 
“modem” worid, a typewriter, an airplane and others, in the score (Massine 103).
In the final version of the ballet, the voices were completely omitted at the 
command of Diaghilev himself, vibo felt that the integrity of ballet needed to be 
maintained and that no voices be used. The entire role of the Barkers was changed to the 
Managers when Picasso began working on the ballet Cocteau’s influence receded as 
Picasso’s increased, yet, his role in the creation of the ballet was still vital. His ideas 
were not wiped out rather th ^  were transformed, absorbing Picasso’s Cubist ideas. 
Massine took these transformed ideas and expressed them in motion (Ries 41).
Picasso envisioned the Managers as supediuman characters. Artistically, he 
expressed this through their large size. Each Manager was rqxproximately nine feet tall. 
The performers themselves appeared like piqipets, tiny in comparison to the &/bn%ers 
(Ries 41). The choreography of the Managers was limited due to the size and nature of 
their costumes. Primarily, Massine set simple repetitive steps such as triplets to introduce 
each of the performers. The dialogues that had been written for Cocteau’s Barkers were 
discarded from the ballet, however, the concept of the conversation was maintained by 
Massine. He utilized foot stamping and gesturing between the Managers to clearly 
portray the idea. The Manners alternated steps to give the impression that they were 
speaking to one another through the dance. The end of the ballet was an idea proposed 
by Cocteau, and slightly modified by Massine. All of the Managers collapsed and the 
real performers returned to stage (Garcia-Marquez 96). The great size difference between
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die peifonners and the Managers in diis scene put the finishing touch on the comparison 
between the frdse and the true reality.
Cocteau considered the role of the Managers to be the one weakness of the ballet 
(Cocteau, A Call to Order 238-39). He felt somewhat slighted by the fact that Picasso 
had come and changed his ballet and had altaed the scenario. He also felt hurt because it 
seemed to him that all the other participants in the creation of the work had sided with 
Picasso and allowed him to take some of the role of leadership in the creative process.
The Chinese Conjurer
Cocteau got the idea for the Chinese Conjurer from the acts performed at the 
Theatre du Majic Variété, a popular music hall in Paris at the time (Rothschild 75). His 
primary source of inspiration came from the conjurer Chungaling Soo. His costume, fire 
acts, egg act, and scary faces were all imitated in Massine’s choreogrrqihy and Picasso’s 
costumes (Massine 103-104).
According to Cocteau’s notes, it was intended that the audience be afraid of the 
Chinese Conjurer. The faces, which were greatly enhanced by Picasso’s makeup design, 
were used by him to frighten as well as entice the audience. Massine carefully 
choreographed facial expressions and eye movements meant to embellish the intent 
When the Conjurer initially displayed his arms to show that he had no tricks up his 
sleeves, his eyes moved in various direction, adding to the suspense of the act Crossed
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eyes and puckered cheeks demonstrated the difficulty the Conjurer foced in swallowing 
the egg. In the fire breathing scene, the intense ̂ e s  and mouth snarls were vital in 
representing the act without the fire. The scary fine was once again demonstrated in the 
final pose of the variation.
Massine’s hand gestures also served to create motion out of Cocteau’s ideas.
Near the begiiming of the variation, the Conjurer presented open palms to the audience to 
prove that he had no “tricks up his sleeves.” Later, during the egg act, the Conjurer held 
his mouth open with his hand and stuck the egg in with foe other. Massine employed an 
elaborate system of hand movements to demonstrate the Conjurer taking the egg out of 
his braid, swallowing it, its path down foe body, ending with him removing foe egg from 
his shoe, and tossing it from hand to hand. This series of actions was clearly 
demonstrated wifoout foe use of a prop. When foe Conjurer swallowed foe egg, he 
crossed his hands around his throat and let them slide down his chest, demonstrating foe 
path being taken by foe egg.
In the fire act, foe hands played a vital role in foe representation of foe fire as 
well. Massine utilized vibratory hand movements coming out of foe Conjurer’s mouth to 
create foe flames. His snarls and other scary facial expressions added to foe mystery and 
danger of this act. In addition to foe use of his hands shooting fire from foe mouth, 
Massine used deep lunges which shot out from a plie position simultaneously with the 
hand motions to demonstrate foe intensity of foe flames.
Throughout foe entire dance, foe Conjurer remained very focused upon his acts. 
Massine achieved this focus both through foe use of various eye movements, facial
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expressions, and hand motions, as well as dance steps. The most important part o f the 
choreogrtq)hy in this piece was clearly the mime. )N^thout it, the audience would have 
been unable to identify the egg and fire acts. The common acts of the variety show 
conjurers were brought together with the dance steps from ballet Massine employed 
both classical steps as well as other movements. He also used the classical technique he 
had employed in the Bolshoi Ballet and transformed it in the Conjurer’s dance. 
Arabesques were performed, but the foot was flexed rather than pointed. The dancer used 
turned in positions as often as he used turned out ones.
In the original production in 1917, Massine himself danced this role because of 
his talent for character roles. His performance was a definite demonstration of the 
merging of high and low art Massine was unfomiliar with the acts of the conjurers of 
Paris at this point in time. The ideas were originally Cocteau’s, so his performance, as 
well as his choreography, was an interpretation of Cocteau’s description of western 
culture as perceived through the eyes of an Imperial trained dancer.
The Little American Girl
The Little American Girl represented a merging of western low art with Russian 
high art, as did the Chinese Conjurer. This dance, which was to be performed by a 
Russian ballerina trained in the czar’s Imperial School, utilized little classical technique 
and was a representation solely of American slapstick silent films of the time. None of 
the collaborators had ever been to America. Their only impression came from these 
films.
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The dance of the Little American Girl was one of Cocteau’s only specific ideas to 
remain in tact in the final product In his own description, she “runs a race, rides a 
bicycle, quivers like the early movies, imitates Chariie Ch^lin, chases athief with a 
revolver, boxes, dances a ragtime, goes to sleep, gets shipwrecked, rolls on grass on an 
April morning, takes a Kodak etc...^enrose 213).” According to Massine, much of his 
inspiration was taken firom the early silent film star Mary Pickford ^erlofif 89). As can 
be seen from Cocteau’s description, the above actions demonstrated everyday activities 
Mdiich were perceived by the French to be typically American (Perloff 43). These 
activities were for removed firom the court scenes of Swan Lcüce and keeping Beauty. 
Instead, th^r represented not only popular entertairunent, but even everyday activities. 
Cocteau made a radical step, and in the words of Poulenc, “music hall entertainment 
invaded art with a capital A” (Poulenc 88-89).
Massine described his choreography for the Little American Girl as such:
She bounced on the st%e, crossing it in a succession of convulsive leaps, 
her arms swinging wildly. She then did an imitation of the shufiling walk of 
Charlie Ch^lin, followed by a sequence of mimed action...all this was 
ingeniously danced and mimed by Maria Chabolska triio interpreted Satie’s 
syncopated ragtime music with great charm and gusto.. .(Garafola 102).
In comparing Cocteau’s notes and Massine’s own description of his choreography, it is 
clear that he followed Cocteau’s wishes very precisely in this variation.
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The Acrobats
In his initial idea for the acrobats, Cocteau intended that there be only one 
perfoimer. Massine convinced Cocteau that there should be two. Cocteau planned for 
the music and choreography to imitate circus acts such as walking the tightrope, the 
trapeze, high wire stunts, and even a near foil by the performers. These elements were 
created with choreogrsq>hy that, in comparison to the rest of Parade, most resembles 
classical ballet Rothschild 95). The performers did apas de deux during which th ^  
played the role of the circus performers doing tight rope walks. Massine said that “to 
give the illusion of a performer delicately posed on a tightrope, 1 made Lopokova balance 
herself for several seconds on Zverev’s bent knee. This was followed by another flurry of 
pirouettes after which Zverev lifted his partner and carried her offist%e” (Massine 104- 
105). In the mime section, Massine included the acrobats chalking their hands and 
pretending to climb a rope (Rothschild 97).
The Scandal
In creating Parade, Cocteau hoped to create a scandal comparable to that created 
by the premier of ballet Sacre du Printemps in 1913 (Aschengreen 8). Because of the 
elements of the circus, the simplistic music, and the anti-classical choreography, the 
audience was unprepared for Parade when it premiered on May 18,1917 (Ries 45). They
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were expecting tutus and harmonious music. Especially offensive was the third Manager, 
Wiich was two dancers in a horse costume, representing a common clown act Most 
people felt that thqr could have seen the same thing at the local circus and have paid for 
less m on^ to see it  Primarily, they did not understand the ballet Because of his desire 
to create an uproar, Cocteau perceived the negative reaction to be greater than it actually 
was. In various writings for the rest of his life, he claimed that the audience was 
appalled and would have attacked the performers with cries of “boches”( “Dirty 
Germans”) had they not been soothed by the presence of the writer Apollonaire, wfoo was 
a military hero. However, audience members and even the other artists reported only a 
few jeers and negative reactions to the music (Wertenbaker 15).
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PICASSO AND CUBISM
Of the group of main players in the creation of Parade, Pablo Picasso is perhaps 
the most important and the most famous. Volumes have been written on the sets, 
curtains, and costumes he designed for the ballet The pieces he created influenced his 
own work as well as the art world as a iriiole for decades after the ballet was first 
performed.
Picasso was bom in 1881 in southern Spain. IBs family belonged to the 
professional middle class. His father, Don Jose, was an artist, an art teacher, and a 
museum curator (Wertenbaker 8). From an early age, Don Jose recognized his son’s 
talent and he began to give him serious art lessons at the age of 7. During this time, 
young Pablo started developing his tastes in entertainment His love of the “low arts” 
began vfoen he attended the bullfights in Spain with his father. His first oil painting, 
done at the age of eight or nine, depicted a bull fight Later, Pablo attended the School 
of Fine Arts known as La Lonja wfoere his father was a teacher (Wertenbaker 10). Here 
he received a classical training in art, spending months copying great masterpieces. By 
the time he was in his mid-teens, Pablo was very accomplished at copying, and also very 
bored with it (Wertenbaker 16). By the time he was 17, he was ready to enter the art
30
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scene of early twentieth-century Paris.
Upon moving to Paris, Picasso took up residence in an area known as Montmarte. 
This was a quarter in the northern outskirts of the city were the bohemian artists of the 
day lived along with the laborers, circus performers, petty criminals, and prostitutes in 
crowded city conditions, hi Paris, Picasso found himself freed from the academic 
restraints of his fother and the art institute. He painted the scenes he found at hand: the 
streets of Paris and the cafe’s where he and his friends spent much of their time 
(Wertenbaker 30). These sources would be considered “low arT due to their common 
place nature. Between the years of 1901 and 1904 Picasso painted the poor of the city, 
showing the hopelessness of their lives through his paintings. The paintings created 
during this time became known as his Blue Period due to his heavy use of blue paints.
His main reason for using blue colors was to accentuate the depressing subject of his 
paintings as well as the difficult circumstances in his life. He was as poor as the people 
he painted. In addition to this, personal tragedy struck when a close friend committed 
suicide over a woman (Wertenbaker 33).
In 1904, the subject and mood of his paintings changed drastically. These 
painting comprise ufoat is known as Picasso’s Rose Period. During this time, Picasso 
chose his subjects from the local circus harlequins and acrobats. Picasso himself greatly 
preferred popular forms of entertainment to the “high arts.” He loved the circus, 
bullfights, and the silent film sl^sticks that were being imported from America during 
the first quarter of this century (Olivier 127). The mood of his paintings was happier and 
less depressing than works from his earlier Blue Period. Most of his inspiration for these
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paintings came from the Medrano Circus, one of the fovorite places of entertainment in 
the Montmarte region. Picasso depicted the circus performers and their fomilies using 
various shades of pink, hence the name. Rose Period. The paintings o f this period reflect 
more hope than the paintings of the Blue Period (Wertenbaker 35).
The year 1906 brot%htaradical change in the way Picasso created his paintings.
It was this in year that he created the painting Les Demoiselles d ’Avignon. This painting 
was a study of five nude females. Rather than the traditional realistic nudes that had 
dominated art since the Renaissance, these figures were distorted to such an extreme as 
to cause reactions of shocked disbelief throughout the art world. Even those painters who 
had been experimenting with modem forms of painting were surprised by what Picasso 
had created. This painting, the earliest Cubist work, is considered to be the first 
twentieth-century painting due to its complete break from tradition. Cubism, which 
presented unusual perspectives, was the style of visual art viiich dominated the sets and 
costumes of Parade and in turn influenced the choreograq>hy and music (Wertenbaker 
53).
Picasso’s earliest Cubist works utilized monochromatic color schemes to portray 
his subject. Paintings fix>m this period are called Analytical Cubism. Later, he used 
brighter colors and new materials, such as sand paper. This became known as Synthetic 
Cubism (Wertenbaker 60). One painting from this period, Sri// Life with Chair Canning. 
used an oil cloth as part of the painting and rope as part of the frame. By using extra 
materials, he “fi«ed” himself from the “rules” followed by other artists (Rothschild 38).
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Both Synthetic and Analytical Cubism found their way into Parade. Picasso’s paintings  
expressed his own ideas as an artist in his own way rather than expressing them in the 
expected, more traditional means. Experimenting with various material sources allowed 
him to enter realms of artistic expression that other painters had not yet explored. This 
experimentation was epitomized in the nine foot tall Cubist costumes he created for 
Parade.
Picasso’s spirit of ingenuity was broadened Wien he was offered the chance to 
design and create the sets and costumes for Parade. It opened up an entirely new world 
of artistic possibilities for him. Previously, he bad merely experimented with various 
materials and structure. His paintings remained of a smaller size. The drop curtain and 
backdrop he painted for the ballet were larger than anything he had been able to work on 
previously. The costumes for the Managers and the other four characters allowed him to 
create a work of art that was moving in space and light, not simply stationary as were 
painting and sculpture (Penrose 200).
Parade is known as the Cubist ballet because of the influence of Picasso and his 
involvement in the Cubist art movement of his time. Before he became involved in the 
ballet, Picasso belonged to a “snobbish cult of a clique” working in the studios of Paris 
(Elgar/Maillard 94). In recruiting Picasso for his ballet, Jean Cocteau challenged him to 
come down out of his “ivory tower” and bring Cubism on the streets, or at least to the 
theater by designing the sets and costumes for his new Cubist ballet (Gilot/Lake 147). 
Picasso’s acceptance and the subsequent success of the ballet brought Cubism into the 
limelight. It was no longer ignored as a trend of the studio artists. Rather, it became an
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undeniable influence on the decorative art, posters, (hmiture, and architecture of the 
twentieth century Rlgar/Maillard 94).
Cubism is often misunderstood as being merely a geometry of different forms or a 
meaningless abstractions of reality (Daix 156). To Picasso, it was never this. The objects 
he showed in his paintings rarely imitated their actual tqipearance, however, they still 
maintained the representation of life which Picasso wished to present Picasso never 
intended that his art be a complete departure from life. Such a departure, in his opinion, 
would have been the death of art (Daix 152). Rather, he saw Cubism as another order of 
reality. This new order was created throt%h the juxtaposition of common elements being 
forced into uncommon relationships and perspectives (Gillmor 199). Still Life with Chair 
Coming was one ofthe first paintings to experiment with this idea. The use of the rope 
and oil cloth created an illusion (Wertenbaker 62). He transformed the placement of 
objects, not their meaning. In reality as he perceived it, the objects were still as they 
should have been. This concept was clear in the visual aspect of the ballet Cubist 
influence permeated the ideology, the music, and the choreogrrqxhy.
Picasso s Method
Parade was the first of four ballets created for Ballet Russe by Picasso and 
Massine together over a seven year period (Garcia-Marquez 91). Picasso’s own method 
of creating a painting greatly influenced Massine’s method of choreography for the rest of 
his career.
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When Picasso created a Cubist painting, he never began by drawing an abstract 
design. Rather, he would design several sketches, beginning with a very realistic 
interpretation of an object He would «qieriment until he arrived at a final thought 
Massine adopted this method from Picasso. Rather than trying to create a finished 
product on the first try, he would use a method of trial and error until he arrived at a 
finished product (Garcia-Nforquez 92).
The creative processes used by Picasso and Massine were similar and yielded 
similar results. While Picasso’s Cubist works distorted objects, Massine changed the 
beautiful and soft lines of ballet and made them more angular in comparison to classical 
ballet In Parade, he took this angularity one step further than he had in Les Femmes 
(Garcia-Marquez 99). This point is clearly demonstrated by the use of flexed feet and 
non-traditional hand gestures in the Conjurer’s dance.
The Curtains and Sets
Picasso introduced the audience to the Cubist ballet with an indirectly Cubist drop 
curtaitL At Diaghilev’s suggestion, figures reminiscent of Picasso’s earlier paintings of 
harlequins were pictured (Penrose 198). Rather than using rose or blue colors as he had 
in his previous harlequin paintings, he used reds and green to create a lighthearted mood 
that was easily understood by the audience (Wertenbaker 77). Eight characters were 
shown in the setting: a blue and a red harlequin, a turbaned blackamoor, a toreador, a 
sailor, a romantic girl, a ballerina, and a girl in a hat Behind them was a picture of
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Mount Vesuvius. This scene is reminiscent of Niq>ies Italy, Wiere parts of the ballet were 
conceived and created. Despite the mild Cubist influence in the spatial arrangement of 
the eight figures and the picture o f the volcano, the audience did not react negatively to 
the backdrop or the music accompanying i t
The drop curtain was displayed to the audience accompanied by Erik Satie’s 
Prelude to the Red Curtain. The music helped create the atmosphere of peace and 
tranquillity. As the curtain rose, the music changed drastically, as did the entire set In 
contrast to the pleasant mood created by the drop curtain, the audience was presented 
with a monochromatic back cloth representing an Analytical Cubist vision of a Parisian 
boulevard. The drop had a rectangular opening in the center to be used for the dancers to 
enter and exit the stage. Nothing in the colors themselves were shocking. Soft, luminous 
colors gave the impression of early evening. The perspective of the street, buildings, and 
trees, or rather the lack of perspective typical of the Cubist style, formed the backdrop 
(Garcia-Marquez 98).
In addition to the spatial arrangements on the drop curtain and the lack of visual 
perspective achieved in the sets, the opposition between the overall mood and feel of the 
drop curtain and the sets helped all the elements of Cubism in creating the desired effect 
Picasso’s Cubist theme furthered Cocteau’s idea of the ballet réaliste. The first reality 
presented in the opening scene (the pleasant picture accompanied by the harmonious 
music) was used to further the shock of the second reality, Wdch was the image of the 
distorted perspective and the simplistic music created by Satie for the body of the ballet 
The two realities seemed to be in opposition to one another. Based upon Picasso’s own
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idea ofCubism, reality existed on both planes. However, each represented a different 
reality. Their combinations represented yet another reality, this being the final product, 
the ballet as a whole.
The Costumes
The Managers
In the original scenario, Jean Cocteau created the role of Barkers. These Barkers 
were not to appear on stage. Rather th ^  were to shout the praises of the performers into 
megsqihones from backstage. Such Barkers were common at circuses and street 
performances. In this way, Cocteau sought to bring the “low art” into the ballet At 
Picasso’s suggestion, these were transformed into the role of the Managers Rothschild 
66). These characters never spoke because Diaghilev felt that vocals were out of place in 
the ballet However, they were able to conv^ Cocteau’s original idea with their 
^pearance as billboards, which were also used in Paris to advertise the variety shows and 
circuses (Massine 102).
Picasso created nine foot high Cubist sculptures for the Managers. This height 
reduced the size of the dancers, by comparison, making them appear to be as small as 
puppets. The perspective created two different realities for the ballet consistent with the 
Cubist concept The Manners were by for the largest thing on st%e, dwarfing all the 
other elements. The first reality presented the Manners as “real” people and the 
performers as puppets. The second reality was represented by the performers. They, not 
the Managers, were the real people with the real size. Yet a third reality was created by
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the scenario o f the ballet The audience mistook the short advertisements of the 
performers for the real show being performed inside. The juxttqwsition of the three 
realities created a Cubist theme in the body of the ballet This theme complemented the 
Manager’s costumes, ufoich in and of themselves were Cubist creations, each with its 
own style and hn%e of Picasso’s reality.
The costumes of the American and French Managers consisted of cubes, 
cylinders, rectangles, and cones fixed together. The figure of the American Manager 
consisted of sltyscrtqxers with one hand holding a sign that said PA/RA/DE and the other, 
attached to an abnormally long arm, holding a megtq)hone. This character wore cowboy 
boots. These images reflect the only America known to the creators of this ballet: the 
one presented by the silent films being imported from Hollywood. The colors primarily 
used in the costumes were browns and rusts (Penrose 198-199).
The image o f the French Manager was more sophisticated than the American, as 
his entire ensemble, while being Cubist and abstract, nevertheless composed a 
gentleman’s tuxedo complete with cane and pipe. A pipe was carried in the long arm, 
whereas the cane was easily manipulated in the dancer’s real hand (Penrose 198).
When Picasso initially suggested that the Barkers be dropped from the ballet and 
the Managers added, Massine was in favor of the change. He saw the choreographic 
potential of the Managers, and felt that the choreography in conjunction with the 
costumes would be enough to convey the message which Cocteau had wanted to be 
shouted throi%h the megaphones (Garcia-Marquez 92).
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Because of the immense size of the Managers* costumes, the dancer’s inside were 
severely limited in their range of motion. The dancers were able to manipulate the 
extended arm and the other arm holding the props some^riiat, but they did not have nearly 
the range of motion that the performers had. However, despite the lack of freedom of 
motion, the movements were still decipherable to the audience due to the length o f the 
longer arms and the size of the props. Even small movements or slight angle changes 
2q)peared drastic due to the enormous height and the relationship between the Managers 
and the performers.
The choteogrs^hy Massine created for the French and American Managers 
consisted primarily of frx)t work. The dancers’ foet were relatively free under the nine 
foot structures, however, the American Manager did have large cowboy boots around his 
ankles. The steps performed by these two Managers were rhythmic and repetitive and 
had to be fairly large in order not to be lost beneath the huge structures. Often, Massine 
included percussive sounds with the feet to add to the score. These steps emphasized the 
dominance of the Managers over the performers. A short dialogue occurred between the 
two at one point in the ballet This included intermittent foot stamping and the French 
Manager’s cane being hit on the floor to indicate his frustration over the inability of the 
audience to understand that the real show was inside the tent (Rothschild 90).
The third Manager was a Horse with a very long neck onto which Picasso 
attached a head reminiscent of African masks. This head was attached to the torso of one 
dancer. His legs provided the firont legs of the horse, while the torso and the black legs of 
the horse were provided by the a second dancer. The body and neck of the Horse were
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simply brown, and the foce consisted of shades of brown and black. This costume was 
also Cubist in that the length of the neck and the size o f the head were disproportionate to 
the rest of the Ixxfy. The head had two foces, depending upon the angle at which it was 
viewed. From the side it looked menacing with its teeth barred. From the front, 
however, it formed a comical cross eyed picture. This sort of ambiguity and the creation 
of two realities for the Horse’s expression is another example of a Cubist point of view 
within the ballet (Axsom 73-74).
The choreogrq)hy Massine created for the Horse was limited by the costume and 
the necessity for two performers to wear i t  Initially, the Horse was suppose to carry a 
Negro Manager onto stage, however, this Manager was dropped from the ballet because 
he kept falling off during rehearsal (Garcia-Marquez 92). Primarily, the Horse pranced 
about and crossed and uncrossed his legs. The arrangement however, did enable the 
dancers to perform a few partnering moves, namely, the Horse tearing on its hind legs.
The head was manipulated by the front dancer. Because of the flat structure of the fix>nt 
of the face created by Picasso, it was necessary for the dancer to completely turn around 
in order to make the Horse face another direction or simply to look in another direction.
Because of the size and weight of all three Managers’ costumes, each of these 
roles was performed by men. The size of the costumes in comparison to the relative 
smallness of the real people in the ballet also added to the Cubist theme of the entire 
ballet They overshadowed the performers and, in the end, the performers seemed tiny in 
comparison to them when every character was placed together on the stage. As has been 
before noted, to Picasso, this was never a meaningless abstraction, rather, it was a
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reaiiangement of reality. The audience in Picasso’s day, however, was not as 
understanding of his work. The first audience to ynsvr Parade thought the costumes and 
the sets to be an impudent Cubist demonstration. Many who had expected to see swans 
and princes at the ballet were offended by ufoat they perceived to be a display of 
common place entertainment th ^  could have seen any time at the circus.
The Chinese Conjurer 
The first Performer, the Chinese Conjurer, was introduced by the French 
Manager. The costume worn by this character was reminiscent of the Chinese magicians 
in variety shows throi%hout contemporary Paris. He wore a red and gold belling shirt 
with black pants and shoes. He had a long braid and a pointed hat The face paint 
designed by Picasso, was the most outstanding feature of this costume.
The design on the foce of the dancer was made of a clown white background with 
red and black lines. In the original production, the performer used both the black and red, 
however, in the restaging of the Parade for the Joffiey Ballet in 1974, only black lines 
were used. These, however, served the same purpose in enhancing the dancer’s features 
for choreographic purposes. The eyes of the dancer were completely outlined in black 
with slight tails at the ends. A black smile, which curled up, was painted at the comer of 
the lips, which were also outlined in black. The eyebrows were \riiited out and were only 
minimally represented. The simplicity of the facial design was striking, and added a great 
deal to the effect of the choreognq>hy.
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While ballet traditionally does not utilize &ce and eye movements as part of the 
dance, Massine used them to their fullest potential udien he created this dance. T he^e 
movements performed by the dancer were greatly enhanced by the makerq* design. 
Because of the stark difference between the black and the vddte of the face, the 
movements of the black qre within the î dute became more obvious. When the conjurer 
initially ate the egg, he opened his ̂ e s  as wide a possible. In swallowing the egg, he 
crossed and uncrossed his eyes in such a way as to suggest the difBculty of the feat %Wdch 
he was demonstrating. After he retrieved the egg out of his shoe, his eyes followed the 
imaginary movements of the egg, thereby helping the audience to visualize exactly what 
he was tryii% to achieve. In addition, the natural visual focus used by ballet dancers was 
easy to follow due to the black and Write contrast
The outline of the mouth also emphasized its unconventional use employed by 
Massine in this role. He opened his mouth wide as he first swallowed the egg. As the 
egg made its way down his chest the dancer sucked his cheeks in to accompany the 
crossing and uncrossing of his eyes. Like the eyes, the cheeks were emphasized by the 
thick black lines painted into a curled up smile on the dancer’s lips. Hand movements 
around his neck and throat also leant to the image of the difBculty of the feat
Near the end of the variation, the Conjurer breathed fire. The dancer performed 
several moves consisting of opening his mouth and shooting his hands fiom the mouth to 
the audience. These movements were accompanied by the sound of a symbol being 
tapped and allowed to ring like an oriental gong. The vibratory hand movements, 
accompanied by the opened mouth and the gong, led to an aura of mystery and magic.
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Like the other fecial expressions, they were emphasized by the designs created by 
Picasso.
While the costume of the Conjurer did not qjpear to be Cubist like those of the 
Managers, the overall size of the Conjurer in comparison to them created the abstraction 
of reality in order to create the new reali^ sought by Picasso. In addition, like the 
Managers, the choreogr^hy of the solo was greatly impacted by the costume. The 
Conjurer had full range of motion in his shirt and pants. In this instance, Picasso’s 
makeup allowed for more movement than would have otherwise been possible. )Mthout 
the makeup, it would not have been possible for Massine to make visible to the audience 
the fecial movements and expressions that were vital to this dance.
The Little American Girl and the Acrobats 
The second performer, the Little American Girl, was presented by the American 
Manager. The image she presented, like that of the American Manage, was the one the 
collaborators had seen only 6 om silent films. Picasso chose his costume for her fix)m his 
own images of Americans. In varieQr shows at the time, the women often dressed like 
Mary Pickford, a silent film star. Because of this, in keeping with the theme of popular 
entertainment, Picasso chose to dress her in a loose fitting sailor dress, such as was the 
typical dress for little girls at that time period. Picasso did not make the costume, rather, 
he purchased it at a clothing store. Its loose fitting quality allowed the dancer great range 
of motion, vdiich was necessary for the difficult moves she performed (Rothschild 124).
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The final petfonners, the Acrobats, were introduced by the Horse. The Horse was 
a conunon clown act found at the circus, and it was «expropriate for this M anner to 
introduce the Acrobats Wiose influence also stemmed fixxm the circus. For them, Picasso 
created tight fitting costumes decorated in black and Wute with stars and streaks across 
them. Initially, the woman’s costume was intended to be an exact duplication of the 
man’s. However, Lydia Lopokova, the original female acrobat, felt it made her look too 
voluptuous and a tunic and a vest were added for her (Rothschild 124). In the 1974 
JofiBrey Ballet recreation of Parade, the original costume idea was restored, but the colors 
were changed to blue and Wiite (Axsom 70). As with the costume for the Little 
American Girl, these costumes allowed for full range of motion for the performers.
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CHAPTERS 
ERIK SATIE
Eric Satie was bom in 1866 in Honfleur, France (Orledge, Satie Remembered 
xviii). His early years were unstable ones. At the age offour his femily moved to Paris. 
When his mother died two years later, he returned to Honfleur were he lived with his 
grandparents and began attending school. At the age of twelve, Satie’s grandmother 
died and he returned to Paris to live with his father (Orledge, Satie Remembered xix). 
Shortly thereafter, his fether remarried. For Satie, this was a turning point in his life. His 
new stepmother was a piano teacher and that same year, at the age of 13, he entered the 
preparatory piano class at the Paris conservatory (Orlec^e, Satie Remembered xx).
Satie was not successful at music during his early years of training. After his first 
year at the conservatory, his examiners considered him to be talented, but la:ty. Two 
years later he was given another bad review by them and was dismissed ftom the school. 
(Qrledee. Satie Remembered xxil He was later allowed to reenter as an auditor, and he 
remained there until the age of twenty. As a student at the conservatory, he wrote his first 
composition, a piano allegro.
When he was 21, he moved to the artistic district of Montmarte and assumed a
45
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bohemian lifestyle. It was here that he began to work as a pianist at üie cabaret le Chat 
Noir and became fiiends with the composer Claude Debussy (Orledge, Satie 
Remembered xxiv). While he was a working musician, playing at le Chat Noir and later 
at Auberge du Clou, Satie continued to pursue composition. At night, he would play 
popular music and at times write and publish songs of his own, but during the day he 
devoted himself to composing ballets and experimenting with the styles of other 
composers. His desire to be a good composer was so strong that he ̂ plied and was 
rejected by the Académie de Beaux Arts three times. Despite this failure, he continued 
composing (Orledge, Satie Remembered xxiv).
Satie first began to woric with Jean Cocteau on A Midsummer’s Night Dream, one 
ofthe forerunners of Parade. The music he wrote for the ballet became known as C//19  
Grimaces (Orledge, Satie Remembered xxxiii). When Cocteau later began working on 
Parade itself  ̂he solicited Satie’s work, but Satie did not officially join the collaboration 
until Pablo Picasso began working on the ballet as well.
Picasso’s Influence
The score Satie composed for Parade has often been referred to as a Cubist score 
due to its abrupt shifts in music fiom one “acf ’ to another Rothschild 87). Picasso and 
Satie’s woridng relationship was probably the tightest among the collaborators. The 
score, Wiich Cocteau originally intended to be used as a background, was influenced fer 
more by Picasso’s art work than it was by Cocteau’s scenario. (Orledge, Satie the 
Composer 225). Satie and Piccaso had a mutual admiration for one another long before
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they began collaborating on Poradk. Both artists had similar aims in their work. Picasso 
used materials other than simple paint and canvass, and Satie used folk and popular 
songs. They sought to change the aesthetic criteria of their respective art forms and to 
create works that showed something of themselves (Perlofif 16). Satie’s presence was 
probably one of the reasons that Picasso agreed to work on the ballet (SteegmuUer 166).
In addition, the presence of both these artists ensured that Diaghilev would commit 
himself to producing the ballet, something that Cocteau had been unable to achieve with 
his earlier ideas for the story (Garcia-Nferquez 89*90).
Problems arose among the artists over the inclusion of sounds of the modem 
world wiuch Cocteau wanted to be inserted into the score (Gedo 113). In a letter to a 
mutual friend of Cocteau and Satie, Cocteau wrote:
Make Satie understand...that I really do count for something in Parade, and that 
he and Picasso are not the only ones involved...it hurts me when he dances 
around Picasso screaming, it’s you I’m following ! You are my master! And 
seems to be hearing for the first time from Picasso’s mouth things that I have told 
him time and time again (Buffington 145).
The main issue arose when both Picasso and Satie screed that the use of voices and the 
role of the Barkers, which Cocteau had originally written, needed to be taken out of the 
ballet. (SteegmuUer 167) They both felt that the voices would interfere with the music, 
choreogrsqxhy, and the decor (Buffington 145). DiaghUev himself also felt that voices 
were out of place in the baUet EventuaUy, Cocteau gave in and the role of the Barkers
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was changed to the Managers. The purpose was the same as Cocteau had originally 
intended, however, rather than being achieved through the use of voices, it was achieved 
through the choreogrqxhy and costumes.
High Art Versus Low Art and the Reaction to German Impressionism
World War I had great impact on the creation and performance o f Parade. The 
movement of French music was attempting to counter the German Impressionists that had 
previously dominated music. Anti-German sentiment from the war flowed into the 
musical scene as many artist sought to demonstrate their patriotism through their music. 
Satie was one of the main players in this new style of music. His music was simple, 
clear, and luminous, and lacked the fluidity and frills of the Impressionists (Gillmor 210). 
Many felt that his style was purged of foreign influence and presented a purely French 
form of music. In Cocteau’s Qres, Satie’s music epitomized this ideal in that he dared to 
be simple (Harding 168).
Satie’s music was not intentionally anti-German or even anti-impressionist In 
fact he was a long time friend of Claude Debussy, one of the foremost French 
Impressionist composers. Like the other Impressionists of the time, Debussy’s music was 
a departure form the heavy harmonies of Romantic music. It was frill of “delicate 
feelings” and “elusive moments.” Rather than being full of strong harmonic patterns 
typical of German music of his time, Debussy related fleeting emotions. These bits and 
pieces of emotions used by Debussy represented a breakdown in what had been the 
building blocks of musical composition for centuries. He was no longer bound by the use
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of scales and arpeggios. Rather, he focused on the basic materials, and created his works 
out of them (Eksteins 29). Satie moved even further away from the Romantic music of 
the end of the nineteenth century. Debussy was the first person to defend his work. Satie 
often got advice fipom Debussy on his compositions. In return, Debussy got new ideas 
and irmovations from Satie (Orledge, Satie Remembered 30).
Unlike most other composers of his time, Satie loved folk music and urban 
popular tunes (Perlofif 18). At le Chat Noir, he had become femiliar with all styles of 
“low music” such as those played at the feir, the circus, and on street comers Ringo). In 
addition, he published sentimental waltzes and hit melodies. During World War I, jazz 
made its «qxpearance in Europe and r%time became the rage. Most composers considered 
these music forms to be strictly low art and not worthy of any serious artistic 
consideration. Satie was the first composer to recognize jazz’s artistic significance and to 
use a popular tune in a ballet (Ringo).
In contrast to his performance career, Satie composed ballets and other forms of 
“high music” during the day. At the age of 39, he enrolled in the Schola Cantonim to 
study composition because he was not satisfied with his work. Even while studying 
here, his music remained filled with the effect of the popular music with which he had 
earlier worked, although it was refined and subtle in its appearance (SteegmuUer 133). 
Because of his experience in both low and high music, he was the ideal person to 
compose Parade and create a score which merged Cocteau’s theme of the high and the 
low art Rothschild 87).
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The Music and die Sounds of Parwfe
On the first page ofthe final score, Cocteau wrote, “the music for/Vmufe is not 
presented as a work in itself but is designed to serve as a background for placing in relief 
the primary subject of soimds and scenic noises” (Rothschild 8 8 ). While this may have 
been Cocteau’s original intent for the music, the score itself remains popular it its own 
right Even Satie wrote that he had composed a background to the noises that Cocteau 
had demanded in order to create the atmosphere for the ballet (Templier 8 6 ). Cocteau 
referred to these noises as “ear deceivers” Renrose 198). They were meant to represent 
aspects of Paris during World War I as well as personify each of the characters being 
presented in the parade. Among the ear deceivers were a clapper, revolver shots, a shrill 
siren, typewriters, a lottery wheel, and squishy puddles. They were merged with the 
music to create a mosaic of musical and unmusical elements (Gillmor 200). The score 
itself was comprised of many small phrases lAdnch had been carefully woven together by 
Satie. The overall unity of the score was maintained by the Managers’ theme, which 
dominated the music (Harding 161).
In addition to the ear deceivers, the orchestra used by Satie consisted of a timpani, 
side drum, bass drum, tambourine, triangle, tam-tam, xylophone, cymbals, wood wind, 
brass, a 16 foot pipe organ drone, harp, strings, and a bouteillophone, an instrument 
which consisted of 15 tuned bottles suspended on a fiame, and was invented for Parade 
(Gillmor 201). These instruments, in addition to the noises created by the ear deceivers, 
created sounds which were considered inappropriate for the concert stage before Parade 
(Rothschild 8 8 ).
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The Prelude to the Red Cartain
Satie composed an introduction to accompany the overture curtain created by 
Picasso. This curtain was painted in fresh lively colors Rlgar/Maillard 98). To 
accompany it, Satie composed Prelude to the Red Curtain, which was immediately 
followed by the entrance of the Managers. The Prelude was a calming, harmonious 
composition (Myers 102). The music and the overture curtain set up the audience for the 
opening of the ballet T h^  were a complete contrast to the entrance of the Manager and 
succeeded in the artists’ intent shocking the audience. This shock was intended to 
further the theme of ballet réaliste, in which conflicting realities were placed together.
The Managers’ Theme
The Managers’ theme provided a common thread for the ballet’s music. When 
composing this theme, Satie did not draw from the ideas of the Barkers given him by 
Cocteau. Rather, he wrote the music specifically for the costumes created by Picasso.
The music itself was neither major nor minor, tonal nor atonal, and was played in 
measures of either 3  or 4 beats. On the original copy of the score, Cocteau noted the 
places where he intended the “aural and verbal enhancements” of the Barkers to be 
included. These verbal enhancements were not included in the final scenario (Rothschild 
8 8 ). Satie had never liked the idea of an anonymous voice issuing from the megaphone 
and was h^py  for the change of Barkers to Managers instigated by Picasso. The creation 
of the role of the Mangers greatly changed the ballet and the music.
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The choieogi^hy of the Managers closely followed the music. Small steps were 
taken by the dancers. Each ofthese steps falls precisely on the beat of music, hi the 
video tape of the Joffiey performance of Parade, one can clearly see that the steps in 
three beats by the American and French Managers directly reflected the beats in the 
music as th^r presented the Chinese Conjurer.
The Chinese Conjurer
In the original scenario, Cocteau had intended lines to be spoken during the dance 
indicating the torture of Christian missionaries by the Chinese. When these lines were 
removed, the entire theme of the torture was removed from the variation. However, the 
music, combined with the choreognqxhy, still maintained an air of mysteriousness as well 
as created fear (SteegmuUer 166).
The music contained “Flaques Sonores,” sonorous puddles, which sounded like 
large cymbals felling on flat marble (Rothschild 8 8 ). These sounds were played during 
the Conjurer’s fire breathing act Massine choreogrsqxhed vibratory hand movements 
representing the flames at this point in the ballet These hand motions were a 
visualization of the sounds of the cymbals. At the end of the variation, the orchestra 
stopped abruptly like circus music would at the end of an act (Rothschild 8 8 ). The 
Conjurer ended a series of jumps and arabesques abruptly by falling to his knees facing 
the audience. The jumps and arabesques, which were performed at the beginning as well 
as at the end of the variation, were performed with exact timing to the same phrases of 
music, and the ending mirrored the abrupt end of the music as weU.
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The Littie American Girl
For the Little American Girl, Cocteau selected noises he felt were indicative of 
American life during World War I. These things included a solo of twenty typewriters, as 
well as revolver shots, electric cinema bells, and a telegrtqxh t^xping a message in Morse 
code. The orchestra accompanied the noises (Rothschild 89). Cocteau wanted the air to 
be tend with noises of all kinds during this variation because he felt that it represented the 
age, especially that of America as he knew it from the movies (Wertenbaker 77). Satie 
had always been fond of the American pop culture. To show this, Satie inserted a 
paraphrase of an entire popular American tune. That Afysterious Rag by Irvin Berlin.
This portion of the music was known as Rag-time du Paquebot or the Steamboat 
Ragtime. The ragtime theme occurred in the heart of the ballet, at which point the Little 
American Girl reenacted the sinking of the Titanic. During this portion, a telegraph was 
played with the message “Disasters. Help.” in Morse code Rothschild 89). Although 
the Baricers would have made the scenario more clear, the inclusion of the Morse code 
and the steamboat sirens created a narrative of the sinking ship around the dancing girl 
without the use of the voices originally intended by Cocteau Rothschild 89). These 
sound effect, in conjunction with the music and choreography also showed the menacing 
and macabre undercurrent of the ballet
This part of the ballet represented the section most unaltered from Cocteau’s 
original scenario. Most of his extraneous noises were used, with the exception of the
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voices, which had been forbidden by Diaghilev.
The Acrobats
An acrobat was in the first scenario Cocteau gave to Satie. This dance was based 
upon the original idea of David. It consisted of an acrobat doing a few music hall 
scenes. Later, Massine convinced Cocteau to add another acrobat to the cast (Harding 
155). The sounds Cocteau wanted included in the acrobats’ music consisted of things 
that would be aerial in nature, showing the performers to be on close term with the angels 
(SteegmuUerl66). Sounds of airplane vapor, machines, and organ pipes punctuated the 
air bom nature of the stunts and fairground music hall setting (Perloff 131). Satie 
composed a waltz for the Acrobats and its theme comes close to a recognizable melody 
(Perloff 131-132). In the choreography, Massine represented the more traditional music 
with more traditional choreography. The female acrobat wore pointe shoes, and the two 
performers did a pas de duex.
The Artistic Aftermath
The world of Parisian artists adored Parade. It was the first work to explore 
popular music in a concert work that was known to the larger French public (Perloff 
112). Three weeks after Parade was performed as a full ballet, a concert was given in it 
honor. At this time a four handed piano arrangement of Paratk was played by Satie and
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another pianist The success ofthe ballet encouraged a group of followers. Satie himself 
hated schools of musical composition because he felt that they stifled creativity and 
encouraged bondage in Wuch disciples imitated techniques of acomposer resulting in the 
reuse of the same musical mechanisms (Perloff 13). His anti-academic sentiments were 
embraced by several young musicians who became known as “Les Nouveaux Jeunes.” 
They were given this name because the members were young, with fee exception of Satie, 
who, although he was old in years, was young in spirit They felt that he had taken a 
new direction in music: the beginning of fee musical avant-garde in Paris Relhoff 1). 
Although Satie broke wife fee groiqx a year later, they continued and Les Nouveaux 
Jeunes later came to be known as “Les Six.” Their aim was to simplify music in a way 
that would make it distinctly French. They pitted themselves against musical styles that 
were rich, heavy, and pretentious, Mdiich, in their minds, was epitomized by German 
Impressionism (Sokolova 103). They felt that it was necessary to break from foreign 
influences as well as from fee past
Satie position as fee leader of French avant-garde in music was solidified by 
Cocteau’s essay fee Cock and the Harlequin published in 1918. In it he established Satie 
as fee father of a new French movement opposing the German Impressionists and, 
championed Satie’s uncomplicated style and his use of everyday themes (Perloff 112).
Reviews and Scandal
Of fee collaborators of Parade, Satie received some of fee worst criticism. One 
critic said that “fee inharmonious clown Erik Satie has composed his music on
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typewriters and rattlers...” Satie’s temper flared when he read these reviews. To Jean 
Poueigh, a critic who had congratulated Satie on opening night and then written a bad 
review in Le Comet de la Semaine RfassinelOS), Satie sent a postcard stating that he 
was “nothing but an asshole and an unmusical one at thaf* (Hufifington 153). Poueigh 
sued Satie for libel and won. Satie was sentenced to one week in prison, fined five 
hundred francs, and Poueigh was awarded damnes of one thousand firancs (Harding 
165). Satie thereby became the martyr for the avant-garde movement in music.
Satie’s friendship with Debussy was also destroyed as a result of Parcuk.
Debussy attended the premier, but held a low opinion of the ballet Although he never 
wrote anything negative about the piece, Satie felt insulted by his friend. Shortly before 
Debussy died, Satie sent a letter to reconcile the relationship (Orledge, Satie the 
Composer 981.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
The performance o f Faraek produced a monumental impact on the world of art 
Not only did four artists work together to create a cohesive woric of art but they explored 
areas not previously visited in the theater. Cocteau contributed the original concepts and 
remained a unifying member throi^hout the process. In his scenario, he presented new 
perspectives on reality. One reality was the comparison between the huge Managers and 
the real people on stage. The second reality was the parade versus the actual show inside. 
These two realities represented the third possibility, the misunderstanding between the 
artists of the avant-garde and the public. Throughout his life, Cocteau remained one of 
France’s foremost writers and poets. He often referred to Parade as being a landmark in 
his career.
Picasso’s transformation of Cocteau’s ideas changed the world of art forever. 
When he created the Cubist costumes for the Managers and painted the Cubist backdrops, 
the new trends in art could no longer be ignored. In 1917, audiences were shocked by the 
structure of the three Manners and the perspective of the sets. The transformation in art 
Picasso started has been so complete, that modem audiences view Parade with nostalgia. 
Cubism has become one of the main influences on twentieth-century visual art Even the
57
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nine foot tall Managers’ costumes are not shocking to modem audiences because they can 
see much larger, much more bizarre sculptures of modem art in their town square or even 
on their university campuses.
Erik Satie’s score began the French avant-garde music movement He brought 
the songs and sounds from everyday life and me^ed them with an orchestral score in 
order to bridge the g ^  between the low art of the streets and the high art of the theater.
Parade was but one of the first of several successful collaborations between 
Massine and Picasso. Their collaboration, along with other works created by the Ballet 
Russe into the 1920’s, vfeen the company was disbanded, marked a turning point in 
dance that has not yet been matched. While ballet dancers today remain technically as 
strong as the dancers of the Ballet Russe, no new innovations in dance are unfolding.
Upon in depth examination into Parade, contemporary experimentation in dance forms 
can be traced to the work of these artists. Parade introduced the use of multimedia, non­
linear narrative, and the juxtaposition of Cubist art and classical ballet The use of non- 
dance vocabulary and everyday movement was the hallmark of Massine’s work, and the 
basis for much of his choreogr^hic invention. Angular lines and pedestrian movements 
continue to permeate the world of both modem dance and ballet as the twentieth century 
draws to a close.
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